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Abstract. The packing density and flat bottomed hopper discharge of non-convex polyhedral particles are in-

vestigated in a systematic experimental study. The motivation for this study is two-fold. Firstly, to establish

an approach to deliver quality experimental particle packing data for non-convex polyhedral particles that can

be used for characterization and validation purposes of discrete element codes. Secondly, to make the repro-

ducibility of experimental setups as convenient and readily available as possible using affordable and accessible

technology. The primary technology for this study is fused deposition modeling used to 3D print polylactic

acid (PLA) particles using readily available 3D printer technology. A total of 8000 biodegradable particles

were printed, 1000 white particles and 1000 black particles for each of the four particle types considered in this

study. Reproducibility is one benefit of using fused deposition modeling to print particles, but an extremely im-

portant additional benefit is that specific particle properties can be explicitly controlled. As an example in this

study the volume fraction of each particle can be controlled i.e. the effective particle density can be adjusted. In

this study the particle volumes reduces drastically as the non-convexity is increased, however all printed white

particles in this study have the same mass within 2% of each other.

1 Introduction

The two pillars on which science has been build is theory

and experimentation [1]. Mathematical modeling initially

aims to describe experimentally observed phenomena to

ultimately predict the physical response of a system with-

out requiring experimental observation, once it has been

properly characterized and validated [2]. Mathematical

models are often required to be characterized by conduct-

ing inverse analysis. Characterization aims to identify the

essential information required to appropriately identify the

respective mechanisms to be characterized in a mathemat-

ical model, although this is not always fully understood or

appreciated. Having achieved this would allow for a pre-

dictive model over the domain of responses for which the

respective mechanisms have been properly identified.

The availability of experimental data is critical for

modelers to develop new models and also to characterize

existing models. Numerous empirical studies have been

conducted over the years [3], both at the lab scale and in-

dustrial scale. Experimental discrete element studies that

have proven to be valuable include angle of repose inves-

tigations [4], particle shear interactions [5], hopper dis-

charge [6], ball mill [7, 8] and dynamic impulse appli-
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cations [9]. Numerous industrial applications have been

studied in detail, but a common thread runs through all

these studies, regarding the diversity of particle shapes that

are considered. In these studies, particle shapes are almost

exclusively convex with angularity, density, aspect ratio,

moisture content etc. mainly investigated, however, non-

convexity of particles remains largely elusive in experi-

mental studies.

In this study we consider the random packing of non-

convex polyhedral shaped particles as well as the hop-

per discharge of non-convex polyhedral shaped particles.

However, to conduct a study in a laboratory is merely one

part of the challenge. To allow for experimental studies

that are reproducible when the non-convexity of particles

are considered is an additional challenge but an impor-

tant one for our scientific community. Hence, the goal

of this study is to investigate the effect of the degree of

non-convexity of particle shapes on the random packings

in rectangular containers as well as the hopper discharge

for flat bottomed hoppers such that it is completely repro-

ducible by someone else, somewhere else, in the world.

Towards our first goal we consider particles that scale

naturally between convex and varying degrees of non-

convex shapes. We rely on carefully selected particles that

can scale between convex and non-convex shapes using

compact parameterizations.
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Figure 4. Schönhardt polyhedron is generated by twisting a tri-

angular prism (green), while the edges of the triangles on op-

posite sides of the prism are connected to form edges that form

non-convex particles. Indicated are 15◦ (purple), 30◦ (orange)

and 45◦ (red) twist of the one triangular base relative to the other.

hardt polyhedron is well known in geometrical topology

as the simplest polyhedron that cannot be tessellated with-

out adding an additional vertex. In this study, we propose

the twist angle as a single scalar measure for the degree of

non-convexity of a Schönhardt polyhedron particle. The

twist angle scales between 0 (convex) and 45 (most ex-

treme non-convex particle). Needless to say, a single

scalar measure to quantify the extent of non-convexity of a

single particle is inherently limited. However, when con-

sidering the convexity to non-convexity measure for the

same particle that has the same size and topology, that in-

cludes texture, sub-structure and global structure, it suffice

for the purposes of our study. In actual fact it works sur-

prisingly well as a quantitative measure.

The Schönhardt polyhedron consists of six vertices

that are connected to form eight surfaces that encapsulates

a non-convex volume. The initial shape when no twist is

applied is a convex triangular prism as depicted, by the

green particle, in Figure 4. As the twist of three vertices

that form a triangle is applied relative to the other triangu-

lar surface, a non-convex shape results. Hence, the twist

angle is the mechanism to scale the same topological parti-

cle between a convex particle and various non-convex par-

ticles, while keeping the aspect ratio the same. In Figure 4,

three twist angles of 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦ are depicted in pur-

ple, orange and red respectively. To ease the depiction of

the particles the height is reduced, although the height of

the printed particles remained the same.

The volume of the particles changes significantly as

the twist angle is adjusted implying significant variations

in particles mass between particle types. Fortunately,

FDM allows for the density of the material to be controlled

by changing the volume fraction of the printed material

such that the particle mass only has a 2% variation be-

tween particle types for white and black particles respec-

tively. This is a significant benefit of FDM in that the effec-

tive density of the particle can be changed to suit the inves-

tigation at hand. The properties for the four particle types

are tabulated in table 1, and include the print volume frac-

tion (VF), number of shells as well as the maximum and

Table 2. Maximum height (cm) of the random packing of the

0◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦ twisted Schönhardt polyhedron.

Packing 0◦ 15◦ 30◦ 45◦

1 12.4 12.2 12.7 12.9

2 12.3 12.2 12.6 12.9

3 12.5 12.3 12.7 13.0

4 12.5 12.4 12.7 12.8

5 12.5 12.3 12.6 12.9

Mean (cm) 12.4 12.3 12.7 12.9

Pack density (g/cm3) 0.39 0.39 0.38 0.37

minimum masses measured for the white (W) and black

(B) particles for five independent measurements. Note,

the mass difference of around 10% by merely changing

the color of the PLA filament. Although, not done in this

study the VF for the white and black particles could be in-

dependently determined to ensure that the particle mass re-

mains the same between particle colors. All particles were

printed with a layer resolution of 100 micron, although the

surface roughness is expected to remain unaffected, exper-

imental validation of this is still required. Surface metrol-

ogy of the printed particles will form part of a future inves-

tigation. Quantification of the effect of volume fraction on

the experimental inertial properties against idealized iner-

tial properties in under investigation and will be included

in a future study.

Documentation and standardization of the processes

is being developed to allow for collaborative extension

and reproduction of experimental investigations consider-

ing FDM within the DEM community. An online reposi-

tory is under construction and will be communicated at the

conference.

4 Experimental Results

A 1000 particles were randomly packed inside the hop-

per. The packing was repeated 10 times and the estimated

height measured tabulated in table 2 using 5 samples. The

effective density is computed for each random packing

and it is clear that the 45◦ has the densest packing while

the 30◦ particle has the least dense packing. In addition,

the hopper discharge for the four particle types were con-

ducted 15 times, while the mass as a function of time was

tracked. The discharge rate graphs were then computed

as well as the probability of stable arches forming for the

various particle systems. The discharge at 0s, 0.8s, 1.6s

and 2.4s are depicted in Figure 5 for the four particle types

using a 1000 particles that are layered into 200 particles

per layer.

5 Conclusion

Towards reproducible granular flow experiments we

demonstrated that fused deposition modeling (FDM) is a

meaningful technology, in particular when complex par-

ticle shapes are considered as with non-convex particles.

Fused deposition modeling also allows for particle proper-

ties to be varied in isolation without implying an implicit
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Figure 5. Flat bottomed hopper discharge for triangular prisms with 0◦,15◦,30◦ and 45◦ twist, depicted along the columns of the picture

array, at 0s, 0.8s, 1.6s and 2.4s, depicted along the rows of the array of pictures.

variation in other properties. As a tangible and simple ex-

ample we considered the discharge of a hopper. FDM al-

lows for constant mass particles to be manufactured even

when the volume changes significantly between particle

types. Therefore FDM allows for changes in particle ge-

ometry to be isolated without implying an implicit vari-

ation in other particle properties, as for example particle

mass, in our study.
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